100 years of the UT School of Journalism

By the Numbers

Our Pride & Joy

How We Stack Up

Great Students

12,361 graduates in the past century

1 of 12 most significant J-Schools in the U.S.

30 Pulitzer Prizes in Journalism

108 Professional internships this year

75 Scholarships this past year

Superior Faculty

467 combined years of professional experience

459 combined years in academia

315 Scholarly articles

51 Books

Published in the last decade

A century of cooperation and collaboration between scholars and professionals

Important and Innovative Work

A transformed undergraduate curriculum that emphasizes new media digital tools alongside enduring journalistic values.

A nationally-recognized graduate program—our grad students have published 310 scholarly papers, book chapters and external presentations in the past three years.

Archived interviews with more than 500 Latino men and women for the VOCES Oral History Project.

New courses in data visualization, mobile apps, entrepreneurial journalism and the multimedia newsroom, and online or hybrid courses in news reporting and social media.

Online training by the Knight Center for Journalism in the Americas for more than 7,327 journalists in 120 courses, and the university’s first Massive Open Online Courses, with 2,773,746 pageviews.